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ABSTRACT 

The modification of one of the small-angle, high-intensity beams in 

experimental-area 2, to serve as an electron-photon beam, is proposed and dis

cussed. 

Electron-photon beams have been considered by many previous summer 
1-3 

studies, and the present note is mainly an extension of the wo rk done last year by 
1

Toner. 

Electron production requires several steps. The external proton beam produces 

1T0, s which decay in the target giving y rays. Charged particles are swept out and the 

y rays (and neutrons) strike the lead converter. The y rays convert to electron pairs 

with small transverse momentum, typically 2 me = 1 MeV Ic; multiple scattering of the 

electrons in the converter broadens this to -7 MeV l c . The converter should be no 

further than 30 m from the target, if possible, to keep this multiple scattering from 

deteriorating the beam emittance. The neutrons produce charged hadrons with a 

much larger transverse momentum, typically 300 MeV Ic; these hadrons thus appear 

to come from a very diffuse source and can be removed at an achromatic double focus. 

The hadronic background can be reduced by running negatives to avoid the large flux 

of protons produced by the neutrons. 

It is expected that the primary physics use of the beam would be to produce 

tagged photons for photoproduction studies. The tagging would be done in a fairly 
5

standard way, described in our note on the experiment cr (yp).
to t 

We propose that one of the small-angle, high-intensity pion beams be given the 

capability of being tuned as an electron beam. This requires the following: 
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1. A beryllium external beam target. 

2. A sweeping magnet as close to the external beam target as feasible, say 

2 kG X 10 meters at 20 meters. 

3. A 0.3 radiation length lead converter about 30 meters from the external 

beam target. 

4. In addition, suppression of hadrons in the beam would be much facilitated 

with	 an extra stage in the beam transport giving an additional achromatic focus. The 
4

3.5 mrad beam in area 2 discussed by B. Barish seems well suited for electrons. 

Table	 I gives the pertinent parameters of this beam. 

Although most of our calculations are centered about the 3.S-f'sr large-aperature 

" beam discussed at this summer study, 4 the experiments could presumably be done 

in other beams such as the one designed by MacLachlan and Reeder, 6 with some loss 

of intensity. 

The external proton beam is assumed to produce"0, s in the beryllium target 
+ 

with the yield shown in Fig. 1 (average of" and" yields at 3.5 mrad calculated 
7a la Hagedorn-Ranft by Awschalom and White ) . The"0, s decay giving the photon 

yield shown in Fig. 1, obtained by numerical integration of 

200 

iN d N"o dp"o 
~= !, 2 

<indk <in dp P"o 

k 

The number of electrons coming from the lead converter was obtained by numerical 

integration of 

dk 
k 

(Note that we have neglected the changes in angle due to the ,,0 decay and electron 

pair production processes and have approximated the partition of e + and e energies 

as a flat distribution.) The factor 11 includes the following factors: 

1. 0.80 to account for the loss of '{'s in the 20 ern (0.58 X beryllium target.
O) 

2. 1 - exp (-0.3 x 7/9) = 0.21, the fraction of '{ rays converting in the 0.3 X o 
lead converter. 

-2 x 0.3/2
3. e = 0.74, a rough estimate of the effective loss of electrons due to 

their having radiated more than 14% of their energy in the converter. 
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4. A correction for losses of electrons by multiple scattering in the converter. 

The converter was taken to be 30 meters from the beryllium target and it was assumed 

that the beam is eventually collimated to a size corresponding to a 5 mm radius spot 

at the beryllium target. The fraction of electrons inside this cut was calculated with 

Moliere theory to be 55% and 92% at 40 and 80 BeV, respectively. 

The results are shown in Fig. t as well as Table 11. The electron yield obtained here 
t ' 

is typically a factor of 5 below that shown by Toner. This can be traced to a differ-
O 

ence in 1T spectrum (3.5 mrad instead of 0) and our inclusion of losses not considered 

by Toner. The beam intensity varies rapidly with energy; near too GeV, a change of 

energy by 20 GeV gives a factor of 5 change of intensity. 

The contamination of the e - beam by 1T- is, of course, an important factor in 

determining the usefulness of the beam. We have assumed the main source of 1T con

tamination to be neutron interactions in the 0.3 X lead converter. The neutron flux o 
8

calculated for 2.5 mrad by Romanowski and quoted by White was used. A total of 
9 7

2 x t0 neutrons/3 x tOt2 interacting protons in to- steradians was Obtained with a 

momentum distribution (given by White's Fig. 3) peaking at t60 GeV Ic. The yield of 
7 

1T- from neutrons was estimated by appropriate scaling of the 1T+ from proton curves 

This yield was multiplied by the number of neutrons with momentum greater than the 

electron momentum and by the probability of interaction in the converter (t %) times 

the effective solid angle available to the 1T IS. The 1T solid angle used is the same as 

used for the electron flux calculations, 

2 

.'ill 1T ( 53;;': ) 0.87 x to -7 s r , 0 

The results are shown in Table II; the 1T- Ie ratio goes from t 16000 at 40 GeV Ic to 

tl1000 at 140 GeV. These results are slightly on the pessimistic side (by a factor of 

1.5 or 2) since we are comparing electrons at 3.5 rnr-ad with neutrons at 2.5 rnr-ad. At 

the higher momenta, the 1T solid angle might be reduced further if aberrations permit. 
O

Additional 1T-	 contamination can corne from K decays after the sweeping magnet. 

According to	 Fig. 3 of J. H. Smith,9 the K~/n ratio at 3.5 mrad ranges from 10-
3 

at 
4

30 GeV to 10- at about 100 GeV. A few percent of the KO,s decay in a region from 

which they can contribute 1T-IS to the beam, compared with 1% of the neutrons inter

acting in the converter. Assuming neutron interactions to be r;oughly ('S efficient as 

KO decays for producing 'IT-,s in the beam, we thus expect the TT-,s from KO decays to 

be down by a factor of about 1000 from those produced by neutrons. 

Although a contamination of 10 - 3 make s electroproduction experiments some

what more difficult, 10 there should be no trouble with tagged photon beams. The 1T 
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contamination in the electron beam could interact in the lead radiator giving a low 

energy pion in the tagging counter plus a forward hadron which could interact in the 

experimenter's target. However, the 1T- absorptive cross section in lead is only - 5% 

of that for e radiation; in addition, strategically placed veto counters will pick up 

other 1T reaction products a large fraction of the time, say 90%. A crude shower 

counter looking at the momentum analyzed electrons after the radiation process should 

be good for another factor of 10 discrimination of hadrons. Counterbalancing the se 

factors is the ratio of hadron to y cross sections in hydrogen, - 20 mg /0.1 mb ~ 200. 

Thus the effective background of events coming from the pion contamination of the 

beam might be of order 

N
hadron interactions 1T

N xO.05xO.I0xO.I0x200 
y interactions
 

e " beam
 

N
1 1T -4 -x 10 .N _ 

e beam 
10 

For 1% experiments we thus have about two orders of magnitude safety, more than 

enough to absorb the factors of 2 or 3 uncertainty in the various yield predictions. 

It may well be possible to convert a standard two-stage 1T beam to an electron 

beam and obtain sufficient 1T rejection to allow experiments to be done without the 

additional achromatic double focus. One could presumably cut most of the 1T contam

ination at the clean-up slit, leaving a halo of 1T-, s in the horizontal plane at the tagging 

radiator. Depending on the particular beam geometry, perhaps ten times as many 
3 

1T-,s would be in the halo as indicated by Table I, in which case about 10- of the 

events could come from pions. Veto counters should suppress the effects of such a 

halo rather efficiently, however. 

It is most important that serious thought be given to the sweeping magnet in the 

near future (see Appendix), as it may have to be built into the appropriate Maschke 

box, presumably that of experimental-area 2. The lead conve r te r and insertion mech

anism will also need to be in place before tons of shielding obscure the area forever. 
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APPENDIX. SWEEPING MAGNET CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Enough transverse momentum should be given charged particles to prevent 

hadrons produced in additional collimators or the first quadrupole from passing 

through the beam transport; 300 MeV!c corresponds to BL = 10 kG-m. We recom

mend at least 20 kG-m for BL. 

2. It would be desirable to deflect 200 GeV! c particles completelyaway from the 

lead converter so that only neutrons, K~' s, and gamma rays strike it. The converter 

dimensions are approximately 3 em (vertical) X 5 ern (horizontaj\. At 15 meters, 

200 GeV! c protons are deflected 4.5 em and do not strike the converter. 

3. To reduce the solid angle for producing junk the magnet should be located 

roughly midway between the production target and the first quadrupole. This mini

mizes the product of the two solid angles, production target--sweeping magnet and 

sweeping magnet- -first quadrupole. 

4. Cooling in an inaccessible place dictates a low B field. We have chosen 

B = 2 kG, L = 10 meters. This makes for the rather compact magnet, which can be 

slipped into a square or rectangular hole in the Maschke box. The magnet can be 

tapered if it subtends too large a solid angle. 

Figure 2 shows one possible design for such a magnet. The coils are just flat 

copper sheets. The low field greatly simplifies cooling and iron requirements. The 

power required is z 50 kW and will need water cooling. The magnet starts 10m 

from one target and is 10m long. 

If there really are one or two orders of magnitude more suppression of hadrons 

than necessary and if only tagged photon experiments are planned it might be possible 

to relax the sweeping-magnet requirements. The magnet could be put next to the con

verter and run so as to deflect the charged particles (mainly protons) enough to pre

vent them from passing through the beam transport, but not enough to keep them from 

passing through the converter. The Awschalom-White curves? give about as many 

protons above 100 GeV as Romanowski gives neutrons, 8 so the contamination might 

double. 
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Table 1. a 

Parameters of 3.5 Mrad Beam: 

Production Angle 3.5 mrad
 

Solid Angle 3.8 u sr' = 1T (0.8 mrad x 1.5 mrad)
 

t!.p/p (typical) ±2%
 

Assumed spot size ± 5 mm at the source
 
(effective-due to multiple 
scattering in Pb converter) 

b
Estimated Chromatic Aberrations (Point Source): 

Horizontal Vertical 

Source divergence ±1.5 mrad ±0.8 mrad 

Size at first focus "'2.7 mm (±2%) ±3.5 mm (±2%) 

±7 mm ("'5%) "'8.6 mm ("'So/a) 

Size at second focus "'5.6 mm ("'2%) "'6.9 mm ("'2%) 

",14 mm ("'5%) ",17 mm (±5%) 

"Parallel beam " "'2.5 ern x "'0.3 mrad ",3 cm x "'0.2 mrad 
(t!.p/p = 0) 

a Thi s beam is described more fully by B. Barish et al., in SS-37 
bAll numbers quoted were calculated by hand and should be recalculated using a 

computer beam transport program. 
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Table II. Ne/Pulse and N,,-/Pulse Are Calculated 
for a Beam of 4f!sr and c.p/p ~ ±2% with 10 13 Interacting Protons. 

e -I sr IGeV 1 
Ne-/pulse N,,-/pulsep interacting 

GeV/c proton x 10 6 x 10 
3 

40 0.67 43.0 7.0 

60 0.27 27.0 7.0 

80 0.080 10.0 4.0
 

100 0.019 3.0 1.7
 

120 0.0031 0.6 0.4
 

140 0.0004 0.08 0.1
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Fig. 1. Spectrum at 3.5 mrad production angle, 200 GeV/c protons, of rro, gamma 
rays, and electrons. 
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Fig. 2. Possible design for a sweeping magnet. Parameters: length to m , 2JBdl = 20 kG-m. coil 8 turns. t.7 mm by 60 mm, current density t200 amp/em • 
power 55 kW. 




